
TRICOLOR STARS



Very handling process of cutting the stars. Every star is polished
individually with scissors.
Basic and striking design at the same time, easy to combine.
All of our rugs include the signature of the designer on the back, which
certify their quality and authenticity.
Hanging samples pack available.
We have at our customers' disposal a B2B system so they can manage
their orders by themselves.
Customers can select our Dropshipping service.
They are machine-washable and easy to clean, so they are safe for any
kid and practical for any parents.
They are handmade, carefully and individually, so each carpet is unique.
No two are alike.
They are soft, cozy, and bring warmth and sweetness to any room.
They are lightweight, so we can easily move them from place to place.
Non-toxic dyes and 100% natural raw materials are used.
Lorena Canals undergoes extensive quality controls. ISO 9001, ISO 14001,
ISO 18001 and AITEX certificates obtained.
Lorena Canals is socially responsible and control non-child labor. We do
not employ child labor in none of our activities.
With the profits from sales, Lorena Canals finances the education of over
100 children in northern India.

Giving the success of our washable collection "Tricolor Stars", we have
launched two more references using our new soft colors: soft pink, soft
blue, pearl grey, vanilla, soft mint and dark grey.
Elaborated with high quality soft cotton.
Design with volume (stars).

WASHABLE RUGS - Tricolor Stars





NEW SOFT KNITTED CUSHIONS & BLANKETS 

When rugs start to make sense

Discover our brand new collection of cushions and blankets that is here to accessorize and decorate your 
home!

Lorena Canals has redesigned the cushions collection by adding to the designs new textiles and  
techniques.

This wide collection of soft knitted cotton cushions and blankets will perfectly combine with other iconic 
collections.
 
27 cushions have been designed to mix and match with the past collections.

SELLING TIPS

• The knitting techniques increases the elasticity of the fabric and allows us to play with different textures. 

• All our soft knitted cushions are ; making them safe and kid-friendly. 

• Timeless accessories.
warm during winter!

Twinkle STAR
Ivory

SC-TWINKLE-IV
25 X 25 cm

300 g

Twinkle STAR
Grey

SC-TWINKLE-GR
25 X 25 cm

300 g

Twinkle STAR
Pink Pearl

SC-TWINKLE-PK
25 X 25 cm

300 g

Twinkle STAR
Soft Blue

SC-TWINKLE-SB
25 X 25 cm

300 g

Twinkle STAR
Indus Blue

SC-TWINKLE-IB
25 X 25 cm

300 g

• The classic stars 

• Small sized cushions for the cribs and baby beds. This soft cushion is perfect and will gently hold your 
baby’s head.

STARS
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